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Post-Event Report 
 

Event          ETHNIC DAY 

Topic         DIWALI CELEBRATION 

Organizer         Art ‘N’ Culture Society 

Date            21/10/22 

Time             11.30 

Duration             2 hours 

Place/Platform        College Premises 

Number of Participants  

Guest Speaker/Trainer       NA 

Welcome Speech       NA  

Introduction to the Speaker       NA 

Activities: The coordination of different societies can be seen by the following-  

     ‘MUSOC’, the music society of our college did a wonderful performance and gained 

everyone’s attention by showing their instrumental skills and voice soothiness with a great tone 

and good control on high notes. 

  Every student joined them in their song rhythm with claps and this shows that it is difficult to 

tolerate ourselves to enjoy when there is music 

   ‘IMPASTO’, the art society of our college did the decoration of this event where some 

desks were decorated for the performance too. 

    They showed their creative and artistic skills by making many paper crafts and all that were 

really appreciable. 

     ‘Photobug’, the photography society did a fantastic job by clicking the photos of each and 

every moment.  

    Also the Group photo was organized of entire college students at the college parking lot 

which was done very nicely. 

      

      At last ,the dance was done by everyone which was the best and unforgettable moment of 

the entire event.  

 

Main Ideas:  To promote the diverse Indian cultures and to be proud of them. 

We can understand the main idea by motto itself - 



‘Be There,Be Ethnic’. 

Vote of thanks Convener Dr. Renu Duggal  

Feedback: The event was surrounded by ethnic vibes everywhere with lots of fun and joy. It 

was a full success as most of the students were in ethnic clothes. Everyone enjoyed a lot by 

doing the activities mentioned like group photograph, music performance, instruments playing, 

dance and also the attention paying decoration. The credit goes not only to the Art ‘N’ Culture 

society but to the other societies also, like Photobug- The photography society ,Impasto- the art 

society ,Musoc- the music society. 

I would like to conclude that event was a full success . 
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Attach Photocopy of two Certificates:  

NA 

 

Signature:    

Name: Prof. Renu Duggal  



(Convenor) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


